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The best side of Gene Krupa is here, and, in "Kenny's Blues", his face is amazingly expressive. But the album really is so strong in that Krupa dominates it.
"There's a Beat in the Road", includes a superb Gershwin solo, but, in case anyone thinks this was the original recording, it has been released in the same

vein many times before. The pianist of this recording, in fact, is the next level up from that of Krups. But, although Krupa is the star, he did have some good
players. (CK) The only jazz instrument to feature heavily on a record album, the tenor saxophone ranks with the lyric soprano saxophone, the clarinet, the

violin and the flute. The latter two instrument were recognised for their wide melodic and harmonic range and their capacity for a percussive accent. Jackson
may have been the most important of the tenor saxophone players for he continues to influence every new generation. He recorded only a handful of albums,

but the little that he did, recorded at the most vital and creative of the Jazz clubs in Greenwich Village made him into a legend. His most remarkable work
came in live engagement and we have the evidence in the music preserved here. In a sense, what Coltrane does on this record is make a solid acoustic jazz
record with the same kind of scope and experimental quality as Mingus. This isnt Mingus in the jazz idiom, but it is as close as you can get without singing

and Mingus certainly had no interest in singing. By contrast, Coltranes blues solos are very much in the American style, the instrument at its highest level, but
with Coltranes wide-ranging emotive playing, he was able to find the ever-widening moods and emotional responses that were embedded in most of the

simple blues tunes. Most famous were the pieces called Race You To The Top and Tain-Taan. A great resource in the US for learning this kind of recording.
Just before Coltranes passing in 1967, I played it all the time and in 1967, when I finally met him, I played it to him. He listened very carefully and without

speaking said: Thank you very much. And thats it.
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the two songs from the capitol
period you may recognize are a

pair from the 1953 album
songs for young lovers. the
first, nothing but the best,

debuted that year, and was
produced by nelson riddle. the
second song, the way you look
tonight, was also produced by
riddle and was released as a
single later that year. as if all
that weren't enough to make

this album legendary, sinatra's
relationship with capitol
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records also proved to be
fruitful for elvis presley as well.
it was during the early 1950s

that sinatra made his leap from
the small time cabaret circuit

to the big time, while elvis was
still on the microphone at sun
records. presley was a regular
visitor to sinatra's home, and
the two became friends, often

dining together and
exchanging talents. elvis would

occasionally perform a few
songs for sinatra's daughter

nancy, and would often record
a few songs for the (then)

newly-formed rca victor in the
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1950s. elvis's career was all
but over by the time this album
came out, though, and he was

never again working with
sinatra. the two would continue
to keep in touch, however. the
mother of elvis's daughter lisa
marie took sinatra's daughter

nancy on a trip to europe in the
early '60s, and elvis happened
to be in germany at the time.

they were able to meet up, and
in a rare moment of privacy

elvis asked sinatra to be
godfather to his daughter lisa
marie, who was born in 1960.

sinatra accepted, and
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subsequently added his name
to the birth certificate of both

lisa marie and elvis's other
child, jesse garon, who was
born in 1961. 5ec8ef588b
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